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Matthias
C. Meyer,
hae been working
in
Restaurants
for SADKO since April
1, L992.

the

position

as

Director

of

Ur.
Meyer was in
charge
of
the
overall
operation
and opening
of
RestaurantE
with
a total
of 1.048 seat€r and with
roughly
700 employees
including
an Expatriate
staff
of 14.
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sADKo was a Russian-Swiss
Joint
Venture
and recently
changed to become a
ghareholder
Joint
Stock company. Major
is Hopf service
Ltd.
in ZürichGlattbrugg.
SADKO is active
in Retail,
(Food and non-food)
as well
as in
ReEtaurants.
At present,
SADKO has opened MoEcow's first
Shopping Center
with 7 shops and 9 Restaurants.
Mr. Meyer and his team were able to open the restaurants
schedule and have achieved that the Restaurants
enjoy the
the best in Moscow within
a very short period.
Mr. Meyer ie leaving
SADKO due to the fact
organisation
of SADKO eliminateE
the position

according
reputation

that
at present,
occupied by Mr.

to the
to be

a major
Meyer.

re-

During
the period
of Mr. Meyer directing
the operation,
most Restaurants
were oPened against
a big number of obstacles
outside
of control
of SADKO
or Mr. l{eyer.
The Restaurants
not only opened, but gained very quickly
an
excellent
reputation
in Moscow.
We regret
that
Mr. l.{eyer is leaving
SADKO. He wae with
the company during
period
a very difficult
and has been able to achieve
excel-lent
results
under difficult
conditiong.
we can highly
recommend Mr. lteyer to whoever
will
take advantage of his skills
and experience.

David M. Egolf
General Manager
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